EVolution Smart Spreader
Innovative. Efficient. Effective.

The EVolution combines state-of-the-art technology and high quality
American engineering creating a spreader that is simple to operate, easy to
maintain, and cuts material costs while delivering superior results.
www.swensonproducts.com

70:30 granular to liquid pre-wet ratio creates
a super saturated mixture that is optimal for melting
ice fast while dramatically reducing salt loss.

EVolution
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Spread consistent amount of material despite
changing truck speeds with automatic rate control
on the advanced controller.

+

Achieve desired output with patented dosage gate
that accurately meters granular material.

+

Create the optimal pre-wet ratio with a 26 gallon per
minute pump that can output 65 gallons per cubic
yard of salt.

+

Thoroughly mix pre-wet liquid and granular material
on the concave mixing disc with fluted hub.

Highlights
❱ Designed to fit trucks classes 6+ (20,000+ lbs GVW)
❱ Sensored hydraulic motors allow for accurate material output
and spread patterns
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+

Specifications
Size

10, 12, or 14 ft. lengths

❱ Dual augers improve output while preventing material bridging

Capacity

6.7, 8.1, or 11.2 cu yds.

❱ Corrosion and clog resistant poly chute for longer life and
better performance

Drive

Hydraulic

Conveyor

Chain or dual auger

Cab – Axle Length

10’
12’
14’

Weight Empty

Chain: 3,840, 4,300, or 4,840 lbs.
Dual Auger: 4,010, 4,470, or 5,150 lbs.

Construction

12 gauge stainless steel

Spread Width

3 lanes with 6 different
lane combinations

Safety Features

Auger safety interlock, spinner
interlock

Warranty

1 year, 10 years on the poly idler

Accessories

Ladder, work lights, cab shields,
tarp kit, vibrator

❱ CAN-bus controller is easy to operate allowing the driver to
select 1 to 3 lanes of coverage with 6 different combinations
with the touch of a button
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